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Rewrite each sentence in the passive voice.

Example: Susan takes the dog out for a walk every morning.

The dog is taken out for a walk by Susan every morning.

1) Mom is making a fruitcake for Christmas.

2) We have sent a !ower bouquet to the new governor.

3) Someone had left an umbrella on the park bench.

4) Dad picked a magazine from the newsstand.

5) Bob was repairing a bike, when I went to meet him.

6) Adding a little salt will make the dish tastier.

7) By 2050, we will have exhausted most of our natural resources.

8) People achieve excellence through hard work.
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Name : Answer key

Rewrite each sentence in the passive voice.

Example: Susan takes the dog out for a walk every morning.

The dog is taken out for a walk by Susan every morning.

1) Mom is making a fruitcake for Christmas.

A fruitcake is being made by Mom for Christmas.

2) We have sent a !ower bouquet to the new governor.

A !ower bouquet has been sent by us to the new governor.

3) Someone had left an umbrella on the park bench.

An umbrella had been left on the park bench.

4) Dad picked a magazine from the newsstand.

A magazine was picked by Dad from the newsstand.

5) Bob was repairing a bike, when I went to meet him.

A bike was being repaired by Bob, when I went to meet him.

6) Adding a little salt will make the dish tastier.

The dish will be made tastier by adding a little salt.

7) By 2050, we will have exhausted most of our natural resources.

Most of our natural resources will have been exhausted by, 2050.

8) People achieve excellence through hard work.

Excellence is achieved through hard work. 
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